INTRODUCTION
Severe≥ respiratory≥ infections≥ by≥ adenovirus≥ occur≥ in≥ greater≥ frequency≥ in≥ immunosupć pressed≥children≥and≥adults≥as≥in≥the≥context≥ of≥organ≥transplant≥or≥cancer. 1,2 ≥Viral≥pulmoć nary≥ infections≥ associated≥ with≥ mechanical≥ ventilation≥ are≥ not≥ frequent≥ and≥ are≥ mainly≥ reported≥ in≥ children≥ and≥ deeply≥ immunosć supressed≥patients.≥We≥report≥a≥case≥of≥fatal≥ necrotizing≥ bronchiolitis≥ by≥ adenovirus≥ in≥ a≥ patient≥with≥severe≥heart≥disease≥admitted≥to≥ the≥ intensive≥ care≥ unit≥ (ICU)≥ in≥ early≥ postć operative≥cardiac≥surgery≥period.
≥ Horizontal≥ transmission≥ in≥ hospital≥ settings≥ are≥ well≥ documented≥by≥molecular≥epidemiology.≥Adenovirus≥could≥ be≥ transmitted≥ from≥ the≥ index≥ case≥ through≥ the≥ hands≥ of≥ healthcare≥ workers≥ or≥ via≥ contaminated≥ equipment≥ or≥ enć vironment.≥ Considering≥ that≥ the≥ incubation≥ period≥ of≥ the≥ adenovirus≥is≥less≥than≥10≥days,≥the≥contamination≥of≥the≥ ≥ patient≥ herein≥ presented≥ by≥ the≥ virus≥ originated≥ in≥ ≥ the≥ICU.≥There≥were≥no≥suspected≥cases≥of≥viral≥infection≥ among≥health≥professionals,≥family≥members≥of≥patients≥ or≥among≥other≥patients≥hospitalized≥that≥month.≥Howć ever,≥ this≥ study≥ was≥ retrospective≥ and≥ no≥ tests≥ to≥ detect≥ virus≥could≥be≥conducted≥among≥the≥other≥patients≥with≥ nosocomial≥pneumonia≥in≥that≥unit.
In≥ conclusion,≥ we≥ present≥ a≥ case≥ of≥ hospital≥ acquired≥ pneumonia≥ caused≥ by≥ adenovirus≥ in≥ a≥ critically≥ ill≥ patient≥ acutely≥immunosuppressed≥during≥the≥postćcardiac≥surgery≥ period.≥We≥stress≥the≥possibility≥of≥adenovirus≥infection≥in≥ nosocomial≥pneumonia≥in≥critically≥ill≥patients.
